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Interdisciplinary Studies

A Com parative Analysis o f the M echanism s Involved in Parent-C hild Interaction betw een D eaf
and H earing Dyads (38 pp.)
C om m ittee Chair: Lynne Sanford Koester, PhD

T his paper explores the developm ent o f the early infant-parent relationship and explores the
m echanism s involved in these early interactions. The current study com pares the frequencies o f
the com m unication behaviors betw een groups o f d eaf and hearing parents and their hearing or
deaf infants across episodes o f face-to-face (parent) and still-face interaction (infant m atching)
behavior across two different tim e periods. O f particular focus is the exam ination o f the m ost
frequent m odalities reciprocated betw een deaf and hearing dyads. Hearing dyads rely upon vocal
m odalities and facial affect in their interactions. D eaf dyads rely upon facial, hand-finger, and
general m otor m odalities. Results o f this study indicate no significant differences in the groups’
frequencies o f interactions betw een parents and infants across the four groups, although some
differences in patterns o f interaction em erged in the data. H ow ever, significant differences
across tim e and episode in all four groups, as well as significant differences betw een groups
across time and episode em erged in the hand-finger behavior. This indicates that infants may be
m ore responsive to visual cues em itted by their parents than previously thought.
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Parent-Infant Interaction 1

A Com parative Analysis of the M echanisms Involved in Parent-Infant Interaction
Betw een D eaf and Hearing Dyads
This paper will explore the early parent-child relationship in order to understand
how the social partnership affects the com m unication developm ent o f the child. In
identifying the importance o f the interactional piece o f the attachm ent relationship, the
individual contributions o f the infant and m other to the relational construct will be
discussed. Once the individual roles o f parent and infant are explored, focus will shift to
parent-child interactions betw een deaf and hearing dyads and the use o f sensory
m odalities in their com m unication behaviors. Finally, those modalities wül be analyzed
according to how frequently those imitative communicative behaviors occurred between
the dyads. Those frequencies wül be analyzed and com pared to determine if there are any
significant differences in the comm unication strategies betw een the groups of deaf and
hearing parents interacting with their deaf or hearing infants at both the six and nine
m onth stages o f development.
A critical developmental issue, which occurs in the first year of hfe, is the
form ation o f an affective attachm ent bond betw een an infant and its m other (Egeland &
Farber, 1984).

Much focus has been given to the developm ent of the attachment

relationship between the parent and chüd (Bornstein & Lamb, 1992). Parent participation
has always been considered an essential com ponent in the attachm ent relationship
(Kasting, 1994). The im portance o f parent involvement within the dyadic relationship is
rarely questioned (M angelsdorf, Gunnar, Kestenbaum , Lang & Andreas, 1990; Kasting.
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1994). M ore controversial, is the definition o f specific roles each contributes to the
attachm ent relationship, and the im portance o f those contributions in later sociocom m unicative development.
A ttachm ent can be defined as “the affectional bonds that infants form with care
givers and endure across time and situations” (Seifer & Schiller, 1995, p. 148). Seiler
and Schiller (1995) also indicate that the m ost relevant feature o f attachm ent theory is
that during the first few years o f life a secure base with an attachm ent figure will emerge.
Interestingly, the developm ent of a secure base means that the infant has an innate or
conscious goal of determining the balance of relational distance (Seifer & Schiller, 1995).
Furtherm ore, “attachm ent behaviors” in the infant are those behaviors which enable the
infant to approach (m ovem ent) or signal the care-giver (smiling, vocalizing, or crying)
and prom ote proximity to the care-giver. The attachm ent system has an external goal of
motivating the infant to seek proximity to the care-giver, and an internal goal of
motivating the infant to seek out security (Zeanah, Mammen, & Lieberman, 1993). A
basic tenant o f the attachm ent theory is that m aternal behavior tow ard the infant is a
crucial factor in the form ation o f that relationship (Bowlby, 1969; Ainsworth, 1978; as
cited in Lowinger, Dünitrovsky, Strauss, & Molinger, 1995).
In an attem pt to understand how a child learns to interact with others in a social
environm ent, it is im portant to determine the effects o f cognitive, communicative, and
social experiences during the earliest years o f life. Although the exact relationship of
thought and language is still not adequately explained and completely understood, it is
concluded that both play a significant role in learning to com m unicate symbolically at
various stages of development (Owens, 1984).
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There are many theoretical constructs that attem pt to explain the com plexity of
early cognitive, social, and communicative development. These experiences influence
language acquisition in the early childhood years. How ever, it is agreed upon that no
single cognitive or socio-linguistic theoretical approach adequately explains how
language is acquired early on in life. This discussion is beyond the scope o f this
investigation. H ow ever, it is o f relevance to consider language developm ent from a
cognitive and social perspective in an attem pt to understand how a child learns to
com m unicate in his or her own environm ent. Early cognitive, social, and communicative
bases in which language occurs can be understood by observing the natural occurrence o f
early com m unication development. To better understand some o f the cognitive processes
involved in infant learning and socialization, it is im portant to acknowledge the
im portance o f the com m unication strategies of care-givers.
Early socio-em otional theories emphasize the comm unication o f the infant with
signals and the p ^ e n t’s predisposition to respond (Bowlby, 1969; as cited in Bornstein &
Lamb, 1992). Although the infant is not passive and contributes a great deal to the
relationship, the m other is expected to be more influential in the dyadic relationship
(Belsky, Ravine, & Taylor, 1984; Goldberg, Perotta, Minde, & C orter, 1986; Sroufe,
1978; as cited in Lowinger, Dimitrovsky, Strauss, & Molinger, 1995).
M aternal working m odels o f attachm ent (internal constructs) are related to the
quality o f interaction and child security. Eiden, Teti, and Corns (1995) indicate that these
w orking m odels influence the parent child relationship well beyond infancy. The
construct is conceptualized as an affective-cognitive mechanism within the m other and is
related to that early relationship because o f how it influences the child’s w orld-view and
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continuity in development later in Hie (Crnic, 1977).
O ther mechanisms factored into the m other’s role are the concept o f maternal
sensitivity to the infant’s cues. Parent sensitivity and responsiveness have been directly
related to secure or insecure infant attachm ent (Seifer & Schüler, 1995). It is further
suggested that parents’ insensitive responses to children did not facilitate or prom ote
child language development (G ordon, 1970; as cited in Crnic, 1977). Parent sensitivity
and responsiveness has been conceptualized as an effective dem onstration o f warm th and
an aw areness o f the child’s feelings (Crnic, 1977). W hether or not a parent is sensitive
and responsive to infant em otion signals is an im portant factor in facilitating positive
reciprocal interaction patterns. Thus, parents who misread the em otions o f their infants
are m ore likely to respond inappropriately to the infant (Kropp & Haynes, 1987).
Nevertheless, the infants sustain the same developmental processes (Belsky, Spritz, &
Crnic, 1996).
R esearch findings indicate that m aternal behaviors crucial to relational form ation
are predom inantly physical and social dimensions. In an attem pt to determine which
dimension is more crucial to relational form ation, researchers have com pared the tw o
types o f interaction. Eye to eye contact, vocalizations, and smiles are some o f the social
contacts m others make with their infants (Call, 1975; Sander, 1975; Schaffer & Emerson,
1964; as cited in Low inger, Dimitrovsky, Strauss, & Molinger, 1995).
There are sensory, m otor, and affective elements in the input exchanged within
the dyadic relationship. Sensory elements include m aternal vocalizations, facial
expressions, body movem ents, proxem ics, and touch. The infant’s m otor behaviors
enable him or her to modify experiences and to affect the m other’s behavior. The
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affective experience is derived from the infant and m other’s joint regulation of the
infant’s states o f attention, excitation, and em otion. Meaning is inferred by the child
from the vocalizations and nonrandom behaviors o f the m other in interactional situations
and joint action routines, such as games, in which the child takes a particular role within
the interaction (Bruner, 1975; as cited in Owens, 1984). These behaviors are
systematically modified over a variety o f naturally occurring situations to facilitate
language and com m unication development over time.
On the other hand, the infant also contributes individual attributes to the relational
system. As previously mentioned, the infant engages in signaling behaviors in an attem pt
to “teach” the care-giver about the development o f the relationship (Seifer & Schiller,
1995). Even the gender of the infant may play a role in regards to preferences for dyadic
interaction. Benenson (1993) examined sex differences in children’s preferences for
dyadic group interaction in early childhood. Results indicated a greater preference among
females than males for dyadic interaction. Infant tem peram ent also influences the quality
o f interactions between the infant and the care-giver (Seifer & Schdler, 1995).
According to the tem peram ent perspective, certain intrinsic factors exist which
may predispose a child to respond with distress to environm ental stressors. In a study
assessing tem peram ent, the irritable, difficult to soothe infant was m ore likely to be easily
distressed (Matheny, Reise, & W ilson, 1985). Thus, infant tem peram ent is likely to
influence parental patterns o f response in the dyadic relationship. According to the
tem peram ent perspective, infant tem peram ent is as significant as parent sensitivity
(M angelsdorf, Kestenbaum, Lang, & Andreas, 1990). The debate as to the proportion o f
infant and parent contributions to the dyadic relationship is even more perplexing when
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the developm ent o f the attachm ent relationship betw een infant and parent, and the
specific contributions o f each is still not clearly understood and universally agreed upon.
The human infant is precocious in the early presence o f the development of
cognitive capacities. In fact, the infant’s precocity is m anifested in the infant’s early
abilities to abstract and conceptualize information across aU sensory modalities with the
use o f symbols by the end of the first year o f Mfe. Over the first year, the infant’s early
behaviors acquire intentionality and have several comm unicative functions. The initial
behavior o f an infant com m unicates little beyond the immediate behavior itself. W hat
m akes those behaviors purposeful is the m other’s response to those behaviors.
Furtherm ore, m others interpret infant behavior as meaningful communicative intent, and
respond to those signals, thus providing the infant with an opportunity, or turn, for the
infant to respond (Ow ens, 1984).
For the purpose of this paper, it may be o f relevance to consider Piaget’s
contributions to the study of infant cognitive development. Piaget’s theory posits a
cumulative process in which each new behavior is acquired independently through
shaping the environment. This constructivist theory implicates a bi-directional
interaction between the individual and the environment, leading to a series of qualitative
reorganizations in the cognitive system as a whole and reflects progress in how that
individual m akes sense o f his or her world. C ross-age com parisons are made as a basis
for inferring changes that occur in the cognitive system (Kuhn, 1992). It is of importance
to consider Piaget’s developm ental stages when discussing the cognitive capacities of
infants. This paper wül focus on the Secondary Circular Reactions (four to eight months)
and the C oordination o f Secondary Circular R eactions (eight to twelve months) stages of
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infant cognitive development (Bailey & W olery, 1989).
In the Secondary Circular Reactions stage (four to eight m onths), children become
aware that they can have an effect on their environm ent, and that their actions can
produce pleasurable results. At this stage, the infants begin to repeat those behaviors to
continue the pleasurable reactions. The infants’ relationship between perceptions and
their m anual activities is m ore accurately felt with prehension becoming distinct from
forearm gestures. H ow ever, the infant only focuses on the results o f the actions rather
than on the action itself. Therefore, discoveries are random with no pre-established goal
in mind (Bailey & W olery, 1989).
The m ost outstanding feature o f the Coordination o f Secondary Circular Reactions
stage (eight to twelve m onths) is that children learn to become goal-directed. An infant in
this stage can chain behaviors together to achieve a desired goal. H ow ever, if attem pts to
accomplish a desired result are ineffective, they appear to have no alternative recourse
available, and do not try a new way o f reaching the goal because at this stage an infant is
limited to familiar behavioral schemes (Bailey & W olery, 1989).
R ecent studies have indicated that young infants are m ore proficient imitators than
previously thought (Meltzoff, 1985). Im itation can be defined as “the process of copying
the behavior of others”. M oreover, imitation tends to be used with a sense of
intentionality, meaning the one imitating wants to model the actions o f another (Reber,
1995). Studies show that infants can imitate the facial gestures o f the care-giver within
the first m onth o f life (M eltzoff & M oore, 1977; 1983; Jacobsen, 1979; Field, W oodson,
G reenberg, & Cohen, 1982; as cited in Meltzoff, 1985). Spencer (1993) examined the
effect o f m aternal signing on the infants’ developm ent of language, and a strong
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correlation was determined between m aternal and infant sign production. This indicates
the bi-directional influence of parent-child reciprocal interaction. As previously stated,
not only is the infant giving the parent cues about how the relationship wiU be, but the
parent is also modeling to the infant how to imitate and read parental cues.
For the purpose of this paper, com m unication is a broad construct which includes
“any behavioral act, w hether intentional or unintentional, that influences the behavior,
ideas, or attitudes o f another person” (Prizant, W etherby, & Roberts, 1993). In other
w ords, com m unication is the transmission o f som ething from one location to the other.
Transm itted may be a m essage, signal, or meaning. In order to have comm unication, both
parties m ust have a com m on code so that meaning or information contained in the
message can be interpreted w ithout error (Reber, 1995). Language is a “complex,
conventional system o f arbitrary symbols that are combined and used in a rule-governed
manner for com m unication” (Lahey, 1988; as cited in Prizant, W etherby, & Roberts,
1993). One m ode for the expression o f language is speech, which involves a production
(expressive) and reception of vocal signals. Expressive communication refers to the
ability to produce vocalizations, gestures, or speech. On the other hand, receptive
com m unication is distinguished by the ability to receive and com prehend the
comm unicative signals from others (Prizant, W etherby, & Roberts, 1993).
Com m unication is based in the behavioral rhythms o f the two partners and mutual
adaptation (Thom an, 1981; as cited in Stafford & Bayer, 1993). The assum ption is that
the parties are operating from the same modalities. A modality is a sensory system (e.g.
visual, audiological, or kinesthetic) (Reber, 1995).
A nother definition which focuses on the comm unication modality of persons with
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deafness is the idea that the comm unication developm ent and primary communication is
visually based (sign language, and/or hpreading). Residual hearing (if any) is a secondary
and supplem entary sensory avenue. Visual cues are the main channel by which a person
with deafness receives information about the environm ent (DiPietro, 1995).
M other-infant face-to-face interactions often resemble a conversation in that each
member o f the dyad appears to be responsive to the other, either by imitating or by
signaling (Cohn & Tronick, 1988; as cited in Bornstein & Lamb, 1995). Infants begin to
learn the rule o f reciprocity, which refers to the partners’ turn-taking interactions.

In

this mutual exchange is the notion of equal give and take in their communications (Reber,
1995). The primary feature of social interaction in infancy, turn taking, provides a
discourse structure w ithout which the rules of language could not be learned. The basic
premise o f language and comm unication is based upon the routines that are predicated on
a turn-taking structure. Turn-taking is inherent to interpersonal communication (Stafford
& Bayer, 1993). Infants also learn ejfectance, which indicates that they understand that
they can effect the behavior of others. As a result, they learn to trust, because they
learn that their parents can be counted on to respond when signaled (Bornstein & Lamb,
1995).
The phenom enon o f turn-taking in com m unication has been intensively studied in
adult-adult interaction under such labels as bi-directionality, synchrony, and reciprocity
(CappeUa, 1981; as cited in Stafford & Bayer, 1993). Synchrony is the dyad bringing
together o f various disparate aspects in a m ore or less coordinated manner, so as to
produce a m ore unified single system (Reber, 1995). Synchrony, m turn-taking, has also
been called conversational congruence, symmetry, pattern matching, and coordinated
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personal timing of responses. Many scholars agree that early comm unication, although it
m ay not be intentional, is synchronous and mutually influencing. Studies o f interactional
synchrony best dem onstrate the impact of nature on parent-chüd communication
(D im ilracopoulou, 1990; as cited in Stafford & Bayer, 1993). In other words, infants are
biologically predisposed to be social and com m unication ability appears to be innate and
expressed quite early, which impacts the m other. The infant may be biologically
predisposed to turn-taking activities. Studies have consistently docum ented the
synchronous nature o f neonate and infant actions. A strong case for the importance of
synchrony, or the lack o f synchrony is made by CappeUa (1991), who proposed that
parents and children who are biologicaUy predisposed to different physiological rhythms
wiU be out o f synch in their interaction patterns (Stafford & Bayer, 1993). Asynchronous
interactions may also influence cognitive development (W elkowitz et al., 1990; as cited
in Stafford & Bayer, 1993).
Research Q uestions
W hen a child is born with severe perm anent deafness to hearing parents or a
hearing child is born to deaf parents, the question o f how the parents wül communicate
with their baby arises. In review o f the literature, in which the bi-directional reciprocal
effects o f parent-infant relationships are examined with deaf and hearing parents and their
deaf or hearing chUdren, it has been theorized that those qualities which contribute to
synchrony and m utuality between the tw o partners, are m ore difficult to establish when
the usual vocal channel is not avaüable. Behaviors such as turn-taking , eliciting and
maintaining attention, and expressing em otion may aU be dependent upon the vocal
m odality between hearing partners. H ow ever, when a parent or infant is deaf, simüar
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I’a ce-to-t'ace interactive patterns must be developed through alternative modalities
(K oester, 1994). Thus, w hat are the implications, if any, for dyads operating from
different sensory modalities? Studies of deaf infants and either deaf or hearing parents
have indicated that the reciprocal interaction process is altered when auditory /vocal
com m unication is not available (Gianino & M eadow -Orlans, 1987; as cited in Koester,
1994).
R esults of another study indicate that there is a greater reliance on visual
m odalities among deaf m others w hereas hearing m others utilized vocal modalities,
regardless o f infant hearing status (Koester, Karkowski, & Traci, 1998). W ith early
interaction being primarily vocal in hearing m others with deaf and hearing infants, the
premise o f this paper is to gather information regarding how m others com pensate when
the child has an inability to attend to those vocal cues. W hen a parent or an infant has a
hearing loss, both partners are expected to develop a com pensatory reliance on other
com m unication modalities (K oester, 1992; 1994), It is suggested that deaf parents may
intuitively offer insight into initiating and maintaining a deaf infant’s attention (Koester,
Karkowski, & Traci, 1998).
Therefore, what are som e of the com pensatory behaviors for those dyads in which
either the m other or the infant have deafness? For deaf infants, visual and tactile
m odalities would be the m ost im portant in order for them to gain information about the
environment. Alternatively, their hearing counterparts are utilizing auditory and visual
modalities to explore the world. W ith synchronous com m unication involving the flow of
back-and-forth interactions, what differences and similarities exist for those "mixed
dyads” operating from different sensory modalities? W ould their communication be as
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synchronous as their matched counterparts?
Behaviors such as turn-taking, initiation, and maintenance o f the interaction may
be highly dependent upon visual attention or alternative modalities. D eaf infants with
hearing parents (and vice versa) are faced with the challenge of having to interact with a
caregiver w hose usual m ode o f com m unication is via a sensory m odality not accessible to
them. This is o f considerable interest if one considers that m ost deaf infants have hearing
parents (Koester, 1994). Therefore, it is expected that those dyads wiU experience fewer
synchronous and reciprocal interactions, than those dyads that are m atched (hearing
parent with a hearing child and/or deaf parent with a deaf child).
Reciprocal interactions with the care-giver over the first year enhance the
probability o f the infant being securely attached by the first year. As previously
discussed, the conceptual link betw een early m aternal responsiveness and infant
com petence has been looked at in term s of a “secure base phenom enon” (Sroufe &
W aters, 1977). This illustrates the idea that a m other who is responsive and accessible to
her infant enables the infant to securely separate and explore the environment.
The development o f language is one o f the m ost impressive accomplishments o f
early childhood. It is a complex process that occurs regardless o f the infant's inability to
think abstractly. C urrent language theories consider both innate ability and verbal
experience to be of utm ost im portance for language learning. The remarkable speed and
m anner in which children begin to m aster the language of their comm unity indicate^ that
infants are ready for social interaction from birth. Even very young babies possess an
impressive array o f perceptual abilities and behavior patterns, which function to ensure
the proxim ity o f their caretakers, and to ensure opportunities for comm unication
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(A insw orth, Behar, W ater, & Wall, 1978; Bowlby, 1969; Schaffer, 1977; and BeU. 1973;
as cited in Barnard, M orisset, & Spieker, 1993).
Studies of neonatal capabilities reveal an elegant interface between the structural
and functional capacities for the newborn and early social experience. For instance,
within m om ents after birth, infants dem onstrate auditory as well as visual sensitivity to
the stimuli o f human interaction. If they are hearing babies, they are even perceptually
attuned to the range o f sounds in the human voice, and can discriminate speech sounds on
the basis o f vocalizations and articulations (Eisenberg, 1969; Eimas, Siqueland, Jusczyk,
& V igorito, 1971; Trehub & Rabinovitch, 1972; as cited in Barnard, M orisset, & Spieker,
1993).
A p arent’s ability to comm unicate with their infant is one of the most im portant
ways to establish a good relationship, and is crucial for the child’s ability to learn
language. Studies dem onstrate that infant behavior is organized into patterns o f inherent
rhythms, and that the flow of early dyadic interactions seems largely dependent upon
m others’ ability to insert themselves into these rhythms. These rhythms of very early
exchanges resemble conversational dialogue (Barnard, M orisset, & Spieker, 1993).
Research has dem onstrated that when hearing m others use speech and sign language with
their deaf children, there is m ore time spent in interactive play activities, and m ore
complex com m unication being dyadically exchanged. Also, children with deafness in
this group were m ore sociable and cooperative with their m others, and were able to
maintain eye contact longer than the deaf children with hearing mothers who w ere using
only oral com m unication (Schwartz, 1987).
Studies have also show n that m others o f deaf infants appear to offer m ore
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stimulation and focus on m ore objects than social play. Additionally, hearing m others o f
deaf infants display less affective matching and responsiveness than do mothers of
hearing infants (M acTurk, M eadow -Orlans, K oester, & Spencer, 1993). Longitudinal
studies o f individual children have indicated that deaf children who were exposed to signs
as well as oral communication early in their lives used their first signs at ten months o f
age, which is when hearing babies begin to pronounce their first words.
This is not an investigation into the actual language development of deaf or
hearing children, but rather a com parison o f the behavioral attributes to which they are
exposed to in their earhest environmental experiences with their deaf or hearing
caregivers. It is beyond the scope o f this paper to investigate causahty of the m ethods or
modalities incorporated by either partner in the dyadic pair.

The purpose of this paper is

to com pare the com m unication behaviors emitted betw een groups in order to determine if
there are any differences or similarities betw een groups according to hearing status,
episode, and across time.
M ethods
The present study is designed to determine the differences and similarities in
com m unication styles betw een groups o f deaf and hearing dyads using different sensory
modalities at tw o different testing periods. The frequencies of their imitative actions
were com pared to determ ine what variables, if any, are involved in their turn-taking
interactions.
It w as predicted that in the “mixed dyads” (H earing parent/D eaf infant and D eaf
parent/H earing infant) the infant’s imitations would be less frequent than the “matched
dyads” (H earing parent/ H earing infant and D eaf parent/ D eaf infant). It was also
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proposed that the comm unication behaviors emitted in the “mixed groups’’ would be
asynchronous in com parison to the “matched groups” . Synchrony was measured by
analyzing the frequencies o f m other and infant reciprocal behaviors while they were
engaged in face-to-face interaction, transition, and still face settings across two different
time periods. The frequency o f the infant’s imitative behaviors elicited from the face-toface interaction episode and the still-face episode w as the focus o f examination across
tw o different time periods (six m onths and nine months) in the first year o f the infant’s
life.
D ata Collection
M other-infant interaction was videotaped in a laboratory setting using the
standard face-to face paradigm (M ayes & C arter, 1990), with the baby and m other facing
each other and engaged in play for three minutes; this was followed by a 30 second
transition (with m other facing to side); and a maternal “Stül-Face” episode for two
minutes which was followed by tw o minutes o f resumed face-to-face interaction play.
The interactions were videotaped and coded separately for m others and infants using a
coding scheme to record frequency of both maternal and infant imitative behaviors in the
following categories; vocal/verbal m atching; head m ovem ent/gaze m atching;
exaggerated affect/facial m atching; general m otor m atching; a n d hand-finger/gesture
m atching. D ata were gathered to reflect patterns of the above mentioned sensory
m odalities utilized by both deaf and hearing m others when their deaf or hearing infants
w ere at the six-m onth-old, and again at the nine-m onth-old stages of development.
C ollected data were used to com pare ways in which the m others’ utilization of sensory
m odalities varied according to infant hearing status.
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P articipants
This research was from a longitudinal study at GaUaudet University, and all o f the
parents w ith deafness were recruited on site. In this study, the m others with deafness
identified w ith the deaf culture and w ere already using American Sign Language (ASL)
with their infants. American Sign Language is “the system o f gestures, hand signals, and
finger spelling used by the deaf culture in N orth America” (Reber, 1995).

Dyads were

videotaped in face-to-face interaction when the infant was at tw o different stages in
development: T im e 1 ( T l) , six-m onths-of-age, and again at T im e 2 (T 2), nine-months-ofage. Sixteen infants and their m others were observed. Each o f the dyads are grouped
according to hearing status. The four groups are classified as follows: G roup 1 = D e a f
p a re n t/D ea f infant (D/D), n=4; G roup 2 = Hearing p a re n t/ D e a f infant (HID), n=4;
G roup 3 = D e a f p a re n t/ H earing infant (D/H), n=4; and G roup 4 = Hearing parent
/H earing infant (H /H ), n=4. G roups were matched for m aternal education (mean years
o f schooling = 16.3). Subjects were primarily from middle-income level Caucasian
families. In addition, all fathers were present in the home and of the same hearing status
as the m others. H ow ever, for the purpose of this study, only m other-infant data were
examined. The infants in this study had been given the diagnosis o f profound deafness.
Because o f hearing aids, hearing could be amplified in some instances. It is o f
significance to note that the infants with deafness in this examination were diagnosed at a
very early age and had never been exposed to verbal language. Due to advanced
audiological technology, early diagnosis has been made possible. This is o f significance
to note because in the past, hearing loss was usually detected later on in the toddler
stages, having been discovered because of what a child was failing to do (Quin, 1996).
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Having a hearing loss detected early on m ay assist parents in gathering information about
and responding m ore intuitively tow ards their infant, on a trial and error basis.
Procedures
This study was set up similarly to other such studies. M other-infant interaction
was videotaped in a laboratory setting from behind a one-w ay observation mirror. The
m other sat in a chair facing the infant, who sat in an infant seat positioned upright at a 45
degree angle with the baby facing the m other. The infant seat was placed on the table at
the m other’s eye level. No other objects w ere present in the room.
M other and baby engaged in norm al play for three different episodes: Episode I
(E J), they were instructed to engage in three minutes o f face-to-face interaction, followed
by a 30 second Transition (with m other turned 90 degrees to the left side of baby);
Episode 2 (E2), two m inutes o f stiU-face (m other faces infant with flat affect); and
E pisode 3 (E3), tw o m inutes o f resum ed normal face-to-face play. For the stiU-faced
sequence, m others w ere instructed to maintain an affectively neutral or expressionless
face for two minutes while looking at their infants, even if the infant began to cry.
H ow ever, the participants w ere assured that the session would not continue if the infant
became too distressed. For the purpose o f this study, examination of imitative behaviors
will only include the first tw o episodes o f face-to-face interaction.
The video cam era was placed behind a one-w ay m irror, and only the infant was
taped during the stül-face sequence. How ever, the play sessions and the transition period
recordings included both the infant’s and the m other’s responses. Each episode was
indicated by an investigator who entered the room and cued to the mother to begin the
next session.
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C oding
Early affective responses provide comm unicative signals for the adult regarding the
infant’s responsiveness and indicate the infant’s use o f internal or external regulatory
mechanisms (M ayes & Carter, 1990). In studying the still-face situation, several variables
w ere coded. After watching a series o f sample pilot sessions, global descriptors were
defined categorizing the still-face sequence. The categories were defined to describe
qualitatively a progression in the type o f responses from little visible response, to
w ithdrawl o f m aternal attention, to active attem pts at engagement to determine w hether or
not the infant was imitating games that he or she was playing with the mother.
Videotapes were coded separately for m others (Episode 1) and infants (Episode 2)
using a coding scheme to record the frequency o f both maternal and infant behavior in the
following categories: vocal/verbal m atching; head m ovem ent/gaze m atching;
exaggerated affect/facial m atching; general m otor m atching; and hand/finger or
gesture m atching. Vocal/verbal m atching behaviors were defined as: sounds; laughs;
vocalizations; vocal play; ‘m otherese’ ; cooing; and speaking. H ead m ovem ent/gaze
m atchin g behaviors considered were: eye contact, and head shaking or nodding.
E xaggerated affect/facial m atchin g behaviors were determined by any affective
expression. M otor m atching behaviors were detlned as: games (e.g. patty-cake); actions
mom did with baby (e.g. touching foot, lifting arm, and etc.); taps; strokes; brushes; and
moves. H an d/fin ger m atchin g behaviors were: waving hands, sign-language, gestures,
and pointing.

Each behavioral event or series of events is coded as one behavior.

Therefore, any behavior that the m other perform ed in the natural face-to-face play episode
which the child imitated at least once in the second episode would be considered matching
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behavior.
The researcher was responsible for coding the data in this study. The coder was
also responsible for establishing acceptable levels of reliability for their respective
m easures, with tw o other coders. Ail sessions were coded by observers who were trained
prior to the coding. For the training procedure, four videotapes were assessed by the
coders. Intra-rater reliability w as determined by agreem ents on coding each behavioral
event. There were com putations o f 80 percent agreem ent across the coders.
For the analysis, sum m ary variables were created to reflect maternal reciprocity
(care-giver repeating or approxim ating the infant’s previous behavior) during face-to-face
interaction. Furtherm ore, sum m ary variables were created to reflect infant social
reciprocity (baby repeating or approximating the care-giver’s matching of behavior or
previous interactive pattern or sequence to gain or maintain care-giver attention) during
transition and stül-face episodes.
E vent 1 - Vocal /Verbal B ehavior
A 4 X 2 X 2 analysis o f variance (ANOVA) was conducted with a between subjects
factor by G roup (D/D, D/H, H/D, & H/H), with a dependent factor of Episode ( E l, E2),
and a repeated measure o f Time (six and nine months). Results show ed a main effect of
Episode and Time. W hen the means w ere examined, there were m ore occurrences o f
vocal/verbal behavior in Episode 2 (infants) than in Episode 1 (mothers). Looking across
time, there w ere m ore occurrences o f this behavior at Time 2 (nine months) than at Time 1
(six m onths). These results are visually presented in Figure 1.
E vent 2 - H ead M ovem ent Behavior
A4

X

2

X

2 A N O V A was conducted with a betw een subjects factor of G roup, a
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dependent factor of Episode, and a repeated measure of Time. There were main effects of
E pisode and Time with an interaction of Episode by Time that approached significance.
Analysis o f the main effect o f episode, reveals a decrease in the occurrences o f this
behavior from Episode 1 to Episode 2. Further analysis reveals a large increase in the
occurrences o f this behavior from Time 1 to Time 2; including significant main effects.
W ithin each time period, the occurrences decrease from Episode 1 to Episode 2. If time is
held constant, and paired-sam ples t-tests are conducted, the findings are significant. At
the six-m onth stage (Time 1) , m others’ responses (Episode 1) com pared to infants’
responses (Episode 2);

(t(15) = 2.162, p = .047). A t the ninc-m onth-stage (Time 2),

m others’ responses (Episode 1) com pared to infants’ responses (Episode 2): (t(15) =
2.143, p = .049). It appears, as show n in Figure 2, that this interaction is increasing in
m agnitude at each time period. For example, note the decrease at Time 2 from Episode 1
to E pisode 2. Both decreases w ere significant.
E vent 3 - F acial/A flect Behavior
A 2 X 2 ANOVA w as perform ed with a between subjects factor of G roup, a
dependent factor of Episode, and a repeated measure of Time, there were main effects of
E pisode and Time with an interaction of Episode by Time. Since the interaction was
clearly significant. Episode by Time was examined. From Time 1 to Time 2, the average
num ber o f facial/affect behaviors increased significantly. The main effects dem onstrate
that within each time period, the occurrences decrease from Episode 1 to Episode 2. If
time is held constant, and paired-sam ples t-tests are conducted, both are significant. At
Tim e 1 (six m onths), Episode 1 (face to face interaction) com pared to Episode 2 (stillface): (t(15) = 2.566, p = .022). A t Time 2 (nine m onths). Episode 1 com pared to Episode
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2: (t(15) = 4.915, p<.()01). The differences in magnitude at each time period also appear.
The decrease at Time 1 from Episode 1 to Episode 2 appears to be less than the decrease at
Time 2 from Episode 1 to Episode 2. As displayed in Figure 3, both decreases were
significant, but the am ount o f decrease was different.
E vent 4 - G eneral M otor B ehavior
A 4 X 2 X 2 A N O V A w as com pleted with a between subjects factor o f G roup, a
dependent factor of Episode (E l, E2), and a repeated measure o f Time (T l, T2). As seen
in Figure 4, the main effect and interaction term s show that only a main effect of Time
em erged as significant.
E vent 5 - H and/F inger B ehavior
A 4 X 2 X 2 A N O V A w as conducted with a between subjects factor o f G roup, a
dependent factor of Episode (E l, E2), and a repeated measure o f Time (T l, T2). As
show n in figure 5, this w as the m ost com plicated analysis given that the Episode by Time
by G roup interaction term was significant. This suggests differences within the four
groups by Time and Episode, as dem onstrated in Figure 6.
W hen looking at G roup 1 {D/D), there is a marginal effect of time and of episode
by time. Tim e Main Effect, F (1,3) = 24.250, p = .051; Time and Episode Interaction, F
(1,3) = 42.250, p = .036. This suggests that the only change for G roup 1 {D/D) was for
Episode 2 over time.
W hen looking at G roup 2 {H/D), there w as an effect o f Episode, Time and
E pisode by Tim e Interaction. There w ere no differences between the episodes at Time 1,
but there w ere differences at Time 2. The occurrences o f hand/finger behavior for Episode
1 w ere substantially greater at Time 2 and those for Episode 2. Furtherm ore, Episode 1
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increased over time, but Episode 2 did not.
The third G roup {D/H) show ed a marginal main effect o f Episode and no other
effects. Although there w as an increase in the frequency of hand/linger behavior from
Time 1 to Time 2, this increase w as only marginally significant. W hen the individual ttests are examined, they show that the only marginally signülcant change was with
Episode 2 from Time I to Tim e 2.
For G roup 4 (H/H), there was a main effect o f Time and an interaction o f Episode
by Time. This interaction is the result o f there being no change in the Episodes at Time I,
but a significant change at Time 2. This follows from a significant increase in Episode 2
from Time 1 to Time 2. This is also visually dem onstrated in the four graphs on Figure 7.
Therefore, results indicate no significant differences betw een group frequencies of
interactions between parents and infants in each individual behavior modality category.
H ow ever, heightened significant differences were found across time and episode in all
four groups. Furtherm ore, in the hand/finger behavior category, there are significant
differences between groups and across time and episode. This may suggest that both deaf
and hearing infants may be m ore responsive to visual gestures than previously thought.
Discussion
There is limited research regarding the interaction patterns between deaf and
hearing infants and their deaf or hearing parents, this study is based upon the underlying
premise that m other infant interactions are bi-directionally influenced. Research has not
yet indicated the specific contributions regarding the influence of social, cognitive, and
com m unicative effects o f infant development on the reciprocity and synchrony o f parent
child interactions when the child or parent may be communicating via different sensory
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modalities.
The research in this study did not support the hypothesis. The study predicted that
there w ould be less frequent behavioral imitations across episode and time, in those groups
in which the parent and infant w ere operating from different sensory modalities when
engaged in turn-taking behavior. There were no significant differences found regarding
the average occurrences of imitative matching behaviors betw een the “mixed dyads’' and
the “m atched dyads” across the tw o different time periods. The pattern that emerges here
is that it is not why or how the infant and their m others are communicating through
different sensory modalities, but that they are utilizing any m odality they may have access
to. This idea is in agreem ent with the notion of those “mixed dyads” relying upon those
com pensatory m odalities (K oester, 1992; 1994).

W hat is im portant here is the idea that

the infant is responding back regardless of the modalities being utilized by their mothers.
An interesting finding in this particular study was that the infants across aU o f the
groups w ere more frequently matching the hand-fmger behavior o f their mothers over the
time periods. In fact, the hand/fmger matching in all groups increased over time. The
hand /finger imitation in the m atched groups (H/H, D/D) w as m ore frequent than in the
mixed groups (D/H, H/D). This could be explained by the idea that infants may be more
innately responsive to gestural behaviors, and may even be displaying some primitive sign
language imitation skills, just as hearing infants imitate m others’ vocalizations during the
first year o f life. Another pattern that em erged was the frequency of vocal imitative
behaviors in both deaf and hearing infants with hearing parents. One explanation could be
that hearing m others who rely on m ostly vocal modalities are reinforcing the vocalizations
in these infants by responding in a favorable way each time the infant makes a
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vocalization. It is also w orth mentioning that patterns indicate m ore facial imitation in the
m atched dyads than in the mixed dyads. Future research could examine the effect on
social-em otional development for the infants in those mixed groups. It is suggested that
deaf parents may offer m ore intuitive insight into initiating and maintaining a deaf infant’s
attention (K oester, Karkowski, & Traci, 1998).
Som e com pensatory behaviors for those dyads in which either the m other or the
infant have deafness are: visual, facial, and tactile modalities. These modalities would be
the m ost im portant in order for the infants to maximize the information gained from the
environm ent, whereas their hearing counterparts would be utilizing aural, and visual
m odalities to gain m ore information about their environments. The results o f this study
support the idea that both dyads could rely on the visual m odahty as weU as incorporating
gestures into the routines to help the infant maximize the information gained from their
environm ents. Furtherm ore, it is o f extreme significance to recognize the importance of
the infant and parent contributions to the dyadic pair.

How ever, the most important point

o f this study is that the parents and infants are responsive, not the modalities used or the
differences in sensory capacities o f the dyadic pair. This is im portant because it implies
that com pensatory behaviors are being utüized to maximize the information the infant
receives from his or her environm ent. Inform ation regarding parent interventions at the
six and nine m onth stages of infant development was not available. It would be interesting
to determ ine in future studies if any changes in time were due to involvement in early
intervention programs.
A possible confound in this study could be subject selection. Sample size could
have created a pow er problem such that no differences are found to be significant. This
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study, because o f its small sample size, therefore may not be representative of the general
population as a whole. Furtherm ore, the Figures visually show that there were
differences, but due to sample size, these differences may not be o f significance. It is also
o f im portance to note that another type of analysis could change the findings.
A nother confounding variable may be in the coding of the tapes. The coder was
privy to the hypothesis. For example, som etim es a hearing-aid on the infant or m other was
visible or audible (beeping sounds recorded) in the tapes, and therefore apparent to the
coder which dyads included a person with deafness. Also, a possible confound may be
that the subjects were observed in a laboratory or controlled setting versus a more
naturalistic setting. Although attem pt was m ade to control intervening variables as much
as possible, the infant or the parent may not have been behaving in a typical m anner (e.g.
awareness o f the presence of the video-cam era, or the unfamiliar environmental
surroundings).
R esearch in this area has provided valuable information tow ard the understanding
o f communicative interactions between m others and their infants, when one party is deaf,
and they are operating from different sensory modalities. Studies in this area provide us
with further information regarding the individual differences and similarities in infant
cognitive and socio-em otional development early in hfe. M ore research could be done in
regards to the understanding o f turn-taking behavior betw een infants and their m others
encom passing cross-cultural, gender, and socio-econom ic comparisons. Further research
could be conducted in an attem pt to determine how an asynchronous pattern may influence
the relationship betw een a deaf or hearing infant and their deaf or hearing care-giver. Also,
m ost studies do not take into account the specific contributions that fathers make regarding
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turn-taking behavior.
C onclusion
Very early in liie, we all begin to develop and understand language as it occurs in
the social environm ent in which we live. In the past, infants were viewed as being prehnguisiic and incapable o f comm unication, since they did not emit expressive language.
Parent-chüd interaction is often accorded an assisting role in the emergence of the child's
language and com m unication skills. Their interchanges are clearly interactive in nature.
In the past, the adult w as seen as the critical guide in this process, and was credited the
lead role. It is now recognized that pre-speech com m unication over the course of the first
year enables a child to acquire and develop a m ore complex language system later on.
Studies have consistently focused on the synchronous nature o f neonate and infant actions.
Early interactions are generally synchronous in nature. In sum, the infant may be
biologically predisposed to turn-taking activities (Stafford & Bayer, 1993).
In w estern cultures, research has confirmed the importance o f reciprocity, turntaking, and synchronization in the parent-chüd relationship. How ever, what is not clear is
the issue o f individual relative contributions o f m other and chüd. It is still not known
exactly how much o f the interaction is imposed by m others’ individual contributions
versus how m uch is attributed to innate properties o f the chüd (Stafford & Bayer, 1993).
A strong case for the im portance o f synchrony, or the lack thereof, is made by CapeUa
(1991; as cited in Stafford & Bayer, 1993) who proposed that parents and chüdren who are
biologically pre-disposed to different physiological rhythms wiU be out of sync in their
interaction patterns. This is speculated to lead to düficulty in laying the foundation
buüding blocks o f comm unication. Asynchronous interactions may also influence
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attachm ent form ation between parent and child, as well as the child’s cognitive
developm ent (Stafford & Bayer, 1993).
In summary, looking at the mechanisms involved in the formation of the parentchild relationship early on in life is o f extrem e significance. A discussion o f the impact o f
turn-taking behaviors on the attachm ent relationship or early childhood language
development is beyond the scope o f this paper. H ow ever, it was w orth mentioning the
fundam ental concepts o f attachm ent because the examined time period encompasses the
form ation o f the early parent-chüd relationship. The process o f attachm ent begins to occur
in the first year of life and continues untü later on in the chüd’s development. The
mechanisms involved in the form ation o f the attachm ent relationship and the debated
contributions o f infant signaling, gender, tem peram ent, and maternal sensitivity were also
discussed. C onsiderations for deaf parents with hearing chüdren and vice versa were
illustrated and an investigative design was introduced as an attem pt to understand some o f
the processes involved in the form ation o f the communicative relationship in those dyads
operating via different sensory modalities.
After discussing the individual contributions o f parent and infant in the early stages
o f relationship form ation, the current study investigated the differences in the mechanisms
involved in the interactions betw een deaf and hearing dyads. M ore specifically, this study
proposed that the interactions betw een those “mixed dyads” operating from different
sensory modalities (hearing parent and deaf infant, or deaf parent and hearing infant)
w ould be less synchronous in com parison to those “m atched groups” utüizing simüar
m odalities (deaf parent and deaf infant, or hearing parent and hearing infant).

This

study proposed that behaviors em itted between those mixed groups would be significantly
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less frequent than their matched counterparts. A com parisons test was used to determine if
there w ere any differences in or betw een those groups in which there is a reliance on a
sensory m odality com pared to those that rely on similar modalities across the two time
periods. H ow ever, no significant differences w ere found regarding the m odahties used or
the sensory capacities o f the dyadic pair. This could be supported by studies indicating
that there is a reliance on com pensatory m odalities (Koester, 1992; 1994). Only time and
episode w ere found to be the m ost significant indicators of frequent matched behaviors,
which could be explained by the infants intuitively becoming m ore accustomed and
adapted in their environm ents over time. The m ost significant finding here was the
frequency o f the observed infants’ hand/finger imitation in aU o f the compared groups
across time. This is significant because this indicates an innate ability for all infants,
regardless o f hearing status, to imitate hand-fm ger gestures of their parents. M oreover,
this also suggests that infants may be m ore responsive to gestural than vocal cues emitted
by their parents, regardless o f the partners’ hearing status. Therefore, it is further
speculated that hearing parents could maximize the dyadic relationship, and perhaps
influence their deaf child’s communicative and cognitive development by using the handfm ger m odality in com bination with the vocal m odality to ehcit imitative behavior.
In conclusion, the current study explored the development o f the early infant-parent
relationship and explored som e of the mechanisms involved in those early interactions.
Individual infant and parent contributions to the dyadic pair was presented. The current
study com pared the average occurrences of the comm unication behaviors between groups
o f d eaf and hearing parents with their deaf or hearing infants across tw o episodes o f faceto-face interaction and infant matching behavior across the six and nine m onth stages of
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infant development. Particular focus was given to the examination o f the most frequent
m odalities reciprocated betw een deaf and hearing dyads in which one o f the partners was
utilizing a different sensory modality. Results of this study indicated no significant
differences betw een the groups, although some patterns o f interaction emerged from the
data. Significant differences w ere found across time and episode in aU four groups.
H ow ever, the m ost significant differences were found across time and episode in the handfinger behavioral event. Possible intervening variables to the study were portrayed, and
ideas for future research w ere presented.
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Figure Caption
Figure 1. Average frequencies o f vocal/verbal behaviors em itted by mothers and infants in
the four groups at the six and nine m onth period.
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Figure Caption
Figure 2. A verage frequencies o f head m ovem ent behaviors em itted by m others and
infants in the four groups at the six and nine m onth period.
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Figure Caption
Figure 3. Average frequencies o f facial affective behaviors emitted by mothers and infants
in the four groups at the six and nine m onth period.
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Figure Caption
Figure 4. Average frequencies o f general m otor behaviors emitted by mothers and infants
in the four groups at the six and nine m onth period.
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Event 4 - General Motor Behavior
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Figure Caption
Figure 5. Main Effect and Interaction term s o f Hand-Finger analysis, suggesting changes
within groups by Time and Episode.
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Figure Caption
Figure 6. Average frequencies o f hand-finger behaviors em itted by m others and infants in
the four groups at the six and nine m onth period.
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Event 5 - Hand Finger Behavior
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Figure Caption
Figure 7. Hand-fm ger behaviors em itted by interaction context in each group at the six
and nine m onth period.
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